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The Merchant of Venice
Amanda Kane has always had visions of the man she's destined to marry--a cowboy who will
help her save her ranch. But Hawk is no ordinary cowboy. He carries a powerful secret. A
secret that leads to betrayal. Amanda spent years, as a child, with a secret society of Lakota
women, women who taught her the ancient ways. Now, she must seek the Grandmothers,
from beyond the veil, if they are stop a man from taking her ranch. But he is no ordinary man
either, and he seeks a different kind of power.
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The Turn of the Screw
The Turn of the Screw, originally published in 1898, is a novella written by Henry James. The
story, a part of Gothic and ghost story genres, first appeared in serial format in Collier's Weekly
magazine (27 January – 16 April 1898). In October 1898 it appeared in The Two Magics, a
book published by Macmillan in New York City and Heinemann in London. Due to its original
content, The Turn of the Screw became a favorite text of academics who subscribe to New
Criticism. The novella has had differing interpretations, often mutually exclusive. Many critics
have tried to determine the exact nature of the evil hinted at by the story. However, others
have argued that the brilliance of the novella results from its ability to create an intimate sense
of confusion and suspense within the reader.

Blade & Rose
From bestselling author Talia Hibbert comes a story of wicked royals, fake engagements, and
the fed-up office worker trapped in the midst of it all… Cherry Neita is thirty, flirty, and done with
men. As far as she can tell, they’re overrated, overpaid, and underperforming – in every area
of life. But a girl has needs, and the smoking-hot stranger she just met at the office seems like
the perfect one-night stand… Prince Ruben of Helgmøre is reckless, dominant, and famously
filthy. The outcast royal is rebuilding his reputation – all for a good cause – but he can’t resist a
pretty face. And bossy whirlwind Cherry’s got the face, the body, and the attitude to make
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Ruben’s convictions crumble. Even better, when she propositions him, she has no idea who
he really is. But when paparazzi catch the pair, erm, kissing in an alleyway, Ruben’s
anonymity disappears faster than Cherry’s knickers. Now the press is in uproar, the palace is
outraged, and Ruben’s reputation is back in the gutter. There’s only one way to turn this
disaster around – and it involves Cherry, some big fat lies, and a flashy diamond ring. On her
left hand. Unfortunately, Cherry isn’t pleased with Ruben’s ‘fake engagement’ scheme… and
neither is the king. The Princess Trap is a steamy, diverse royal romance featuring a take-nosh*t heroine and a misunderstood hero fighting to survive life at the palace. There’s fake
relationship fluff, a healthy dose of angst, and a guaranteed happily-ever-after. Please be
aware: this story contains scenes of abuse that could trigger certain audiences.

Cursed Prince
They're my boys now - the four heirs of Delta. Together we're a team a family. Five broken,
brutal, possibly sociopathic people, and we are all that stands between the world and the
powerful, corrupt Delta corporation.We have no idea what we're doing, but somehow we are
determined to stop them. Permanently. We just need leverage irrefutable evidence of their
corruption. And we need it now. Before the vote that will change everything.Only there are a
few other issues to deal with first. Dante in prison for murder, blood coated roses showing up
on my doorstep, and my bio-mom reaching all new levels of insanity.For the first time we might
be completely out of our depth but we won't give up.Not until the final battle is played out. Not
until the war has been won.*This dark contemporary romance features one girl and four sexy,
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dangerous boys but is NOT a reverse harem.*Includes a sneak peek of chapter one of
Princess Ballot.

Cruel: Savannah Heirs
Number the Stars
It is 1943 and for 10 year old Annemarie life is still fun. But there are worries too - the Nazis
have occupied Copenhagen and there are food shortages, curfews and the threat of being
stopped by soldiers and Annemarie's best friend is a Jew.

Mr. Dark
Tal tries to steal a sunstone, but during his act of thievery is thrown off the Castle of Seven
Towers by a powerful Spiritshadow Keeper. He falls down to the iceworld below, where he is
captured by Icecarls. To save his life, he must team up with Milla - a Shield-Maiden in training and offer his aid to the nomads.

Missing Wings
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Buckle up for a wild ride as Dixie Whiskey finds forever love in TAMING MY WHISKEY, a
funny, sexy, and emotionally riveting standalone romance by New York Times bestselling
author Melissa Foster. The perfect love story for those who enjoy fiercely loyal and insanely
sexy alpha heroes, smart, sassy heroines, strong family bonds, bikers, babies, and more! In
USA Today Bestseller TAMING MY WHISKEY Being the princess of the Dark Knights
motorcycle club doesn't come with a white knight or a fairy-tale castle, and that's okay,
because Dixie Whiskey has never needed a man to slay her dragons or make her whole. Even
so, after watching each of her brothers fall in love, she'd sure like a shot at her own happily
ever after. But with the Dark Knights watching over her and the only man she's ever wanted
out of reach, she's not holding her breath. As the launch of Silver-Stone Cycles' biggest line
approaches, Jace Stone is left needing a favor from the one woman who holds the power to
take him to his knees. He knows when it comes to sinfully gorgeous and sharp-tongued Dixie
Whiskey, he must stay on his toes and keep his walls firmly in place. But Jace needs her for
his business--and Jace Stone always gets what he wants. When the tall, gruff, and darkly
handsome biker presents an opportunity that any other woman might see as the chance of a
lifetime, Dixie turns him down flat. But Jace is determined, and he pulls out all the
stops--sending Dixie's overprotective brothers up in arms. Rebellious Dixie takes a
stand--going after the freedom, and the man, she's always wanted. One scorching kiss leads to
an undeniable connection, but Jace isn't looking to be tied down, and Dixie refuses to play
second fiddle. Can two untamable hearts find forever love in each other's arms? For more hot
Whiskey love, check out Melissa's other Whiskey novels. Tru Blue, Truly, Madly, Whiskey,
Driving Whiskey Wild, Wicked Whiskey Love, Mad about Moon and don't miss River of Love,
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the first story in which the Whiskeys were introduced! The Whiskeys are perfect beach reads
with depth of story, strong family ties, and a wealth of emotions. Small town love stories with
happily ever afters guaranteed.

Age of Deception
My heart hasn't beat in a thousand years. I haven't uttered a word in prison, and the guards
keep their distance. If they get too close, they die--until at last, my magic binds my soul to
another. Unfortunately, the person destined to save me is a Night Elf--the enemy of my kind.
And yet, when I see her in the cell across from mine, an ember starts to burn in my chest.
When we escape together down the palace walls, it's almost like I can feel again. As we
journey to find the magic that will save us both, attraction simmers between us. But I keep my
secrets close. Because if she finds out what I am, she will find a way to kill me--even if it
means sacrificing herself to do it.

Queen of the Shining Sea
Sophie Medical student Sophie White is working two jobs to pay for her college tuition. But
when she meets the handsome, dark and mysterious Mark, she is thrust into a world that she
never knew existed. Mark A man of confidence, Mark exudes a quiet power and
seductiveness, but who he is and how he acquired his wealth remains a mystery. When he
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meets the lovely Sophie White, he is smitten, and despite every fiber in his body telling him not
to, he brings her into his dark world. **This is the first book in the Mr. Dark series. Each book is
a full-length novel with an HEA and no cheating! Each book focuses on a different couple.

Dark Bites
"A true genius . . . Roald Dahl is my hero" David Walliams Witches really are a detestable
breed. They disguise themselves as lovely ladies, when secretly they want to squish and
squelch all the wretched children they despise. Luckily one boy and his grandmother know how
to recognize these vile creatures, but can they get rid of them for good?

The Left Hand of Darkness
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more often than any other comedy by
Shakespeare. Molly Mahood pays special attention to the expectations of the play's first
audience, and to our modern experience of seeing and hearing the play. In a substantial new
addition to the Introduction, Charles Edelman focuses on the play's sexual politics and recent
scholarship devoted to the position of Jews in Shakespeare's time. He surveys the
international scope and diversity of theatrical interpretations of The Merchant in the 1980s and
1990s and their different ways of tackling the troubling figure of Shylock.
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Taming My Whiskey
“every one who wishes to gain true knowledge must climb the Hill Difficulty alone, and since
there is no royal road to the summit, I must zigzag it in my own way. I slip back many times, I
fall, I stand still, I run against the edge of hidden obstacles, I lose my temper and find it again
and keep it better, I trudge on, I gain a little, I feel encouraged, I get more eager and climb
higher and begin to see the widening horizon. Every struggle is a victory. One more effort and I
reach the luminous cloud, the blue depths of the sky, the uplands of my desire.” HELEN
KELLER was born on June 27, 1880 in Tuscumbia, Alabama. At nineteen months old an acute
illness nearly took her life and left her deaf and blind. At the recommendation of Alexander
Graham Bell, her parents contacted the Perkins Institute for the Blind in Boston, and Anne
Sullivan was sent to tutor Helen. The story of their early years together, and of Helen’s
remarkable psychological and intellectual growth, is told in The Story of My Life, which first
appeared in installments in Ladies’ Home Journal in 1902. With Anne Sullivan, “Teacher,” at
her side, Helen Keller graduated from Radcliffe College in 1904, an extraordinary
accomplishment for any woman of her time. Helen was dedicated to helping the blind and
handicapped, raising funds for the American Foundation for the Blind and lobbying for
commissions for the blind in thirty states. A women’s rights activist, a Swedenborgian, a
socialist, and a world-famous celebrity, Helen Keller received the Presidential Medal of
Freedom and many honorary degrees. Her other books include The World I Live In (1908),
Midstream: My Later Life (1929), Helen Keller’s Journal (1938), and Let Us Have Faith (1940).
She died in 1968. Her burial urn is in the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C.
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Fortune Favors the Cruel
In 1959, biologists Dmitri Belyaev and Lyudmila Trut set out to speed up thousands of years of
evolution into a few decades. They started with a few dozen silver foxes from fox farms in the
USSR and attempting to recreate the evolution of wolves into dogs in real time in order to
witness the process of domestication. Within a decade the experiments had resulted in puppylike foxes with floppy ears, piebald spots, and curly tails. Along with these physical changes
came genetic and behavioral changes, as well. Dugatkin and Trut examine the adventure,
science, politics, and love behind it all.

Bright of the Moon
“Danger, desire, and a deliciously different Victorian setting.” - Booklist Injured while on the
Isle of Crete, Miss Caroline Huntington is taken to the island’s darkly enigmatic British doctor,
Alex Trentham. At first put off by his gruff manner, she soon realizes there is far more to this
handsome, wounded man than meets the eye. Dr. Alex Trentham fled England, vowing not to
return, but he never bargained for the beautiful and vivacious Caroline to enter his life. As she
recovers, the carefully constructed walls around his heart start to crumble under the force of
emotions he cannot allow himself to feel. When danger threatens, Caroline must return to
England, leaving Alex behind. But the distance cannot withstand the force of their longing, and
Alex is drawn back to the woman he loves—and the tragedy in his past that could cost him
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everything. KEYWORDS: Victorian Romantic Adventure, Passionate Romance, Crete,
Mediterranean, Exotic Locale, Gothic

Of Beasts and Beauties
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their
curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant
man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life
fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining
town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for
themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet
Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life.
-- From publisher description.

No Man Can Tame
Born with an ability the Veilede people of Madar believe make her, 'one of the first to be
blessed by God', Katrina's destiny unravels when her father is poisoned and her mother steals
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her into the human world to hide among those who hate her kind.In a near fatal attempt to
return home, Katrina's stripped of her wings. The poison meant to kill her father leaves him in a
degenerative state. When her eldest brother discovers she has survived, he orders her to stay
in hiding. She must wait, concealed in the human world, until the danger of their father's
uncontrolled rages is contained. Grown and adapted to the human world, Katrina encounters
one of her kind. The promise of home and first love leads her into a situation capable of
starting war among the Veilede. Will a human upbringing, mistakes, and the loss of her abilities
bar her from reclaiming her heritage? Will unraveling the mystery of her mother's betrayal lead
her family into even greater danger?

The Witches
Presents a controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the most
peaceful time in human existence, drawing on psychological insights into intrinsic values that
are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable measure.

The Better Angels of Our Nature
I've got a secret. Savannah, Georgia is full of debutantes and greed. The Heirs own this town.
They own me, too. I don't know what I did to ruin what we had. But their kindness turned cruel
almost a year ago. I was prepared to leave it all behind and start over at a new school. But
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Rogue Kelly, the king of the Heirs, ruined that. He doesn't want me anymore but doesn't want
anyone else to have me either. I know too much to be set free, but not enough to stay. The
Heirs aren't through with me yet. And I crave their cruelty too much to give up now.Authors'
Note: This is a bully romance with dark themes that may be triggering for some readers.
Please read with caution.

Captive in the Dark
A pioneering canine behaviorist draws on cutting-edge research to show that a single, simple
trait--the capacity to love--is what makes dogs such perfect companions for humans, and to
explain how we can better reciprocate their affection.

By Dark Deeds
Elementalist Rielle hasn't heard from her best friend in far too long. Yet no one at the Tower of
Magic seems to care about Olivia¿s silence, or the curtain of secrecy surrounding the distant
capital. Before Rielle can investigate, she's assigned a strange new mission: escort a paladin
named Jon across the kingdom. When whispers reveal mercenaries have killed the king, taken
the capital, and that no one is coming to help, Rielle can¿t leave Olivia in peril. But as infamous
mages and deadly assassins hunt Jon, she can¿t leave him unprotected either¿especially as
she finds herself falling for his strength, his passion, and his uncompromising goodness. Her
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past returns to haunt her, a werewolf stalks their steps, and an ancient evil is gathering, yet the
restraints forbidding their love strain and snap one by one. Saving Olivia and the kingdom
means defying orders and sacrificing her every ambition, and could mean losing the man who's
become so much more to her than a mission. Which will she choose: her best friend and the
kingdom, or the love of her life? Enter Blade and Rose, a medieval world sensual and dark, full
of magic and greed, love and blades, where factions vie for influence and there are no easy
choices.

The Fall
She was a broken angel that had the light beat right out of her.I was the man responsible for
her life, her protector Rescued by my brother and shoved into my arms I never expected to fall
for the fragile woman, with soft eyes, and lips that begged to be kissed.I know what she saw
when she looked at me, a ruthless fighter, a man with a broken past, too far gone to be
reached, sinking deeper and deeper into the darkness. Still, somehow her light reached me,
the innocence inside her called to me and the moment her soul touched mine I was tamed,
ensnared in her love. But love comes at a cost, and in our world, you pay with your life. With all
the danger surrounding us, I don't know if I can protect her. Not only from myself, but also from
a past that refuses to let go. **This is book five in the series but it can be read as a complete
standalone. This is a full-length novel. It contains NO-CLIFFHANGER, NO CHEATING, and
has a HEA. It is a DARK mafia/crime romance and contains subject matter not suitable for all
readers.**
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Dark Elves
Throne of Glass meets Black Jewels in this twisted yet alluring dark fantasy tale.Quinn
Darkova, freed from the chains of slavery, wants nothing more than vengeance against those
who sold her. But with her dark powers on the rise and her ascension nearing, Quinn's blood
retribution will have to wait in favor of her immediate survival.Lazarus Fierté is a nobleman
without equal. He's as controlling as he is stubborn, and for the last six years he's been waiting
for a woman to appear--but not just any woman. A Maji of great power, capable of terrible
things.She could be the key to everything he holds dear.His savior or his destroyer.The only
thing he didn't predict was that she would become both.*This is a 350+ page, full length, epic
fantasy novel. Book two will be released in July 29th, 2019.*

Taming Demons for Beginners
How to Tame a Fox (and Build a Dog)
BOOK ONE OF THE DARK DUET: Caleb is a man with a singular interest in revenge.
Kidnapped as a young boy and sold into slavery by a power-hungry mobster, he has thought of
nothing but vengeance. For twelve years he has immersed himself in the world of pleasure
slaves searching for the one man he holds ultimately responsible. Finally, the architect of his
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suffering has emerged with a new identity, but not a new nature. If Caleb is to get close
enough to strike, he must become the very thing he abhors and kidnap a beautiful girl to train
her to be all that he once was. Eighteen-year-old Olivia Ruiz has just woken up in a strange
place. Blindfolded and bound, there is only a calm male voice to welcome her. His name is
Caleb, though he demands to be called Master. Olivia is young, beautiful, naïve and willful to a
fault. She has a dark sensuality that cannot be hidden or denied, though she tries to
accomplish both. Although she is frightened by the strong, sadistic, and arrogant man who
holds her prisoner, what keeps Olivia awake in the dark is her unwelcome attraction to him.
WARNING: This book contains very disturbing situations, dubious consent, strong language,
and graphic violence.

Dark Corners
Publisher's Note: The story contain explicit sexual content, graphic language, and situations
that some readers may find objectionable: Bondage, domination/submission, male/male sexual
practices, and dubious consent.

The Glass Castle
"After a series of suicide-killings and a deadly storm, the residents of the town of Oleander,
Kansas, start acting even more strangely than would be expected. Only the 5 witnesses of the
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murders retain their sound minds, and must band together to save the town from whatever has
come over it"--

Thorn
The Left Hand of Darkness tells the story of a lone human emissary's mission to Winter, an
unknown alien world whose inhabitants can choose--and change--their gender. His goal is to
facilitate Winter's inclusion in a growing intergalactic civilization. But to do so he must bridge
the gulf between his own views and those of the completely dissimilar culture that he
encounters. Exploring questions of psychology, society, and human emotion in an alien world,
The Left Hand of Darkness stands as a landmark achievement in the annals of science fiction.

Broken Legacy
A human princess. A dark-elf prince. A kiss of fire and powder. After a failed courtship in an
ally kingdom, twenty-one-year-old Princess Alessandra returns home to a land torn apart by
mutual hatred between the humans and the dark-elves. The "Beast Princess," as Aless is
known by courtiers, confidently sets her mind to ways of making peace, but her father has
already decided for her: she is to marry one of the mysterious and monstrous dark-elves to
forge a treaty, and go on a Royal Progress across the kingdom to flaunt their harmonious
union. While she intends to preserve the peace, the Beast Princess has plans of her own.
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Prince Veron has been raised knowing his life is not his own, but to be bargained away by his
mother, the queen of Nozva Rozkveta, to strengthen the dark-elf queendom. When his mother
tells him he is to marry a self-absorbed, vile human, he is determined to do his duty regardless
of his personal feelings. After arriving at the human capital, he finds the "Beast Princess"
rebellious and untamed--and not to be trusted. Aless and Veron face opposition at every turn,
with humans and dark-elves alike opposing the union violently, as well as their own feelings of
dissonance toward each other. Can two people from cultures that despise one another fall in
love? Can a marriage between them bond two opposing worlds together, or will it tear them
apart for good? If you like the fantasy and politics of Danielle L. Jensen's Malediction Trilogy
and the romance of Elizabeth Vaughan's Chronicles of the Warlands, No Man Can Tame will
lure you into its world and not let you go. Buy No Man Can Tame today, and journey into a
medieval world of magic and Immortals, masquerades and games, love and blood, and a tale
as old as time

Dark Warrior
Enemy mages and ships. An all-powerful organization gone rogue. One woman refuses to
stand aside. After the Divinity reveals its dark intentions, Rielle and her friends patrol the
Shining Sea, doing all they can to stem the tide of gold flowing into Magehold and the
dangerous goods flowing out. Facing Immortals and pirates at every turn, they wage battle
after battle against clandestine Divinity ships in an effort to weaken its ability to grasp for
power. Meanwhile, Veris draws near and the Dragon King hunts Jon, whose life hangs in the
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balance as Olivia and Samara seek answers to heal his heart. As the werewolf presence in
Emaurria escalates, Brennan is forced to confront both sides of his werewolf-noble identity and
choose whether to reject it or embrace it. In a harsh and deadly wilderness, Leigh and Ambriel
search for clues about the Sundering ritual, hoping to seal away the violent Immortals and save
the land for good. But the Divinity does not accept defeat - and when the Grand Divinus strikes
back, it is not at Rielle but at Emaurria. Will she give up her war against the Divinity, or will
Emaurria fall? Read Queen of the Shining Sea and dive into a medieval world sensual and
dark, full of magic and greed, love and blades, where factions vie for influence and there are
no easy choices

The Story of My Life
When Carl sells a box of slimming pills to his close friend Stacey, inadvertently causing her
death, he sets in train a sequence of catastrophic events which begin with subterfuge, extend
to lies, and culminate in murder. In Rendell's dark and atmospheric tale of psychological
suspense, we encounter mistaken identity, kidnap, blackmail, and a cast of characters who are
so real that we come to know them better than we know ourselves. Infused with her distinctive
blend of wry humour, acute observation and deep humanity, this is Rendell at her most
memorable and best.

The Waking Dark
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Amid the lovely roses and razor-sharp thorns, love tangles between beasts and beauties in the
romantic tale that transcends time Five novels retell the classic story of Beauty and the Beast,
each with its own twist. Meet a dark-elf prince, a dragonian princess, a brooding vigilante,
mighty superheroes, and futuristic guards, and watch as Beast meets Beauty, falling in love
across fantasy, science fiction, and romantic suspense. Each of these novels is only available
as part of this set, so don't miss them: enter the enchanted castle and break the spell today

The Princess Trap
Winner of the 2007 James Laughlin Award as the best second book published in the United
States.

Elfhame
Meet Robin Page: outcast sorceress, mythic history buff, unapologetic bookworm, and the last
person you'd expect to command the rarest demon in the long history of summoning. Though
she holds his leash, this demon can't be controlled but can he be tamed?

Tame Me
For years, fans have been clamoring for an all-in-one collection of #1 bestselling author
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Sherrilyn Kenyon's novellas. At their enthusiastic behest, we have delivered this brand-new
short story collection, Dark Bites, including stories previously exclusive to Sherrilyn's website,
as well as an all-new, never-before seen Dark-Hunter story! Sherrilyn Kenyon takes readers
from the Dark-Hunters to the demigods, from Dream-Hunters to demons, and everything in
between. Dangerous and exciting, each story is one thrill ride after the next, proving time and
again how Sherrilyn has captivated millions of readers worldwide Now, readers are invited to
go deep into Kenyon's rich and imaginative world and experience the heart-racing moments
that never stop coming!

The Goodness Paradox
War hero and daughter to two Houses, Kira is just beginning to learn how deep the rabbit hole
goes. ?Agreeing to accompany her father’s people back to their homeworld, Kira Forrest
prepares for the fight of her life. She’s agreed to undertake the Trial of the Broken, a rite of
passage every member of her father’s House must pass. It offers a path to independence and
freedom that is too tempting to deny. Not everyone welcomes this lost daughter of Roake.
There are those who fear what her presence might bring to light. Betrayal stalks the halls of
Kira’s birthplace—its roots embedded deep in the events that claimed her parent’s lives and
set her on her current path. Walking the wire’s edge between truth and deception will test the
person Kira has become as she separates ally from betrayer. An old enemy has put into
motion a plan that could topple the balance of power in the universe. Letting them succeed
spells doom—but the price might be more than Kira is willing to pay.
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Dog Is Love
“A fascinating new analysis of human violence, filled with fresh ideas and gripping evidence
from our primate cousins, historical forebears, and contemporary neighbors.” —Steven Pinker,
author of The Better Angels of Our Nature We Homo sapiens can be the nicest of species and
also the nastiest. What occurred during human evolution to account for this paradox? What are
the two kinds of aggression that primates are prone to, and why did each evolve separately?
How does the intensity of violence among humans compare with the aggressive behavior of
other primates? How did humans domesticate themselves? And how were the acquisition of
language and the practice of capital punishment determining factors in the rise of culture and
civilization? Authoritative, provocative, and engaging, The Goodness Paradox offers a
startlingly original theory of how, in the last 250 million years, humankind became an
increasingly peaceful species in daily interactions even as its capacity for coolly planned and
devastating violence remains undiminished. In tracing the evolutionary histories of reactive and
proactive aggression, biological anthropologist Richard Wrangham forcefully and persuasively
argues for the necessity of social tolerance and the control of savage divisiveness still haunting
us today.

Stolas
Mulan meets Sarah J Maas in this thrilling tale filled with celestial magic, death-defying
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adventure, and enduring friendships. Kai is a Moonburner—a female sorceress reviled by her
people and normally killed at birth. Except Kai's parents saved her by disguising her as a
boy—a ruse they've kept up for almost seventeen years. But when her village is attacked, Kai’s
secret is revealed and she’s sentenced to death. Thankfully, the gods aren’t done with Kai.
Despite the odds stacked against her, she escapes her fate, undertaking a harrowing journey
to a land where Moonburners are revered and trained as warriors. But her new home has
dangers of its own—the ancient war against the male Sunburners has led the Moonburners
down a dark path that could destroy all magic. And Kai, armed only with a secret from her past
and a handsome but dangerous ally, may be the only one who can prevent the destruction of
her people Moonburner is Book One in the completed Moonburner Cycle, a sweeping comingof-age fantasy series perfect for fans of Sabaa Tahir, Alison Goodman, J.C. Kang, and Elise
Kova. Scroll up and one-click to read today!

Human Dark with Sugar
An ancient legend draws them together. His dark soul will tear them apart. Sometimes the only
fairytales that exist are the dark ones. From bestselling author Randi Cooley Wilson comes a
dark tale of passion, danger and forbidden love. Welcome to the demon's den.What if the one
person you were meant to be with could never be yours? For the past two years, Hope
Annandale has fought to hold onto her sanity. Plagued by voices and visions, she struggles to
understand what's real, and what's an illusion. As the lines between reality and hallucination
blur, Hope discovers things that shouldn't be real, suddenly exist. When her world falls apart,
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figuring out the secrets of her past becomes a matter of life and death. And the only one who
can save her is the dangerously attractive demon prince, Stolas, who is bound by an ancient
legacy to betray her. The fate Stolas has fought to escape is here. With destiny on one side,
and desire on the other, he must protect Hope from the one thing he can't hide from, his
birthright. Stolas is a riveting tale of passion, danger, and forbidden love. It is the first full-length
book within The Dark Soul Series, which is mean to be read in release order. Intended for
mature readers.

Moonburner: A Young Adult Fantasy
Her hands shackled. An assassin hunting the man she loves. Will she save him in time?
Elementalist Rielle needs to get to the man she loves before the assassin pursuing him finds
her mark. There's only one problem: she's chained aboard a slave ship bound for a foreign
land. And her new life is harsh, with her movements watched, food scarce, and safety even
scarcer. Immortals ravage Emaurria, and a distant relation sparks the fires of rebellion against
the new king while shrewd royals angle for an advantageous marriage. Powerful foreign nobles
whisper promises in Rielle's ear--and lies with fatal consequences--but with more than her life
at stake, whom can she trust? And while Jon faces personal demons, wars, widespread
hunger, unrest, and politics, the assassin lurks in his periphery, a knife in the dark. With her
death looming at every turn and an unforgiving barren desert between her and Jon, can Rielle
save him before it's too late, or will the brutal sands claim her life and everything she loves? If
you like the romance of A Court of Thorns and Roses, the dark intrigue of the Black Jewels
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series, the epic adventure of Game of Thrones, and a heroine who never gives up, you'll love
this romantic epic fantasy series. Pick up By Dark Deeds and dive into a medieval world
sensual and dark, full of magic and greed, love and blades, where factions vie for influence
and there are no easy choices.
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